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A good climbing guide is a personal friend. You spend hours reading about possible climbs,

adventures awaiting for you. There is much pleasure in browsing a climbing guide, remembering the

climbs you have made, those climbs not completed due to severe weather or other reasons, and all

those climbs you have yet to try.My Teton guidebook has particular value as I always inscribe notes

about my climbs: the date, my companions, the weather, route finding tips (or conversely, where I

went astray), elapsed time, and other items of interest.This third edition, 1996, is more than four

hundred pages. It is much to bulky and heavy to carry on a climb. But it is a remarkable reference of

virtually every climbing route in the Teton Range. The descriptions are detailed and well-written. I

have not encountered any climbing guide that is comparable in detail and scope to this work by

Leigh Ortenburger and Reynold Jackson.The number of routes and variations on the favorite peaks

can be overwhelming. The most commonly used route is highlighted. Route descriptions range from

easy scrambles to difficult climbs requiring substantial technical skill on ice, snow, and rock.

Numerous excellent black and white photos with climbing routes overlain are scattered throughout

the texts. Also, there are many detailed ink drawings of more difficult climbs.For climbers new to the

Tetons, the authors have listed more than 130 of their favorite routes ranging from easy scrambles

to severe climbs 5.12 in difficulty, as well as difficult technical ice climbing routes.The introduction,

some sixty pages, is quite good.
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